
for every liter of water on the

planet, only a few drops of

those are drinkable fresh

water.

Rain is filtered through theRain is filtered through the

water shed and aquifers. Soilwater shed and aquifers. Soil

and rock removes a significantand rock removes a significant

amount of pollutants before theamount of pollutants before the

water returns by rivers, andwater returns by rivers, and

streams to the lakes and oceansstreams to the lakes and oceans

to start the cycle all overto start the cycle all over

again.again.

all of the water ends up at the base of the

plant - most efficient method!
uses very little water since evaporation isn't
a problem

can be fed from a large or small water

source (faucet, water barrel, hanging

buckets)

water is distributed or stored in porous pots

underground at the root base.

clay pots have been used

for centuries by many

cultures.  the Clay

allows the water to seep

out to the roots

through a process

called osmosis

terms to

know
aquifer

condensation

evaporate

filter

pollutant

precipitation

water shed

SurfaceSurface

More water ends up at the roots where

it's needed

uses a lot of water

plants closest to source get more

water

requires a method of transport or a

water source (well, pond, diverted

stream)

Water is poured into troughs, or canals

from a water source
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The Water CycleThe Water Cycle

EVAPORATION

EVAPORATION

the energy from the sun, changes the liquid

water to water vapour 

CONDENSATION
the cold temperatures high up

in the atmosphere cause the

water vapour to change back

to a liquid 

PRECIPITATION
when the liquid drops are big

enough, they fall to the earth as
rain and other forms of

precipitation

sprinklersprinkler

not very efficient - uneven spread

uses more water than needed

water left on the leaves can lead to

mould and burning

Water is sprayed over the entire area of

garden.

most of the water ends up at the base of

the plant - very efficient method!
uses very little water since evaporation

isn't a problem

can be fed from a large or small water

source (faucet, water barrel, hanging

buckets)

Water is pumped or gravity fed through

hoses that end in tiny nozzles at the base of

the plant.

DripDrip

sub-irrigationsub-irrigation

You can make

your own filter...

WATER 

is LIFE!

pronounced "oh-ya-pot"pronounced "oh-ya-pot"


